Final Resistance to Gravity
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3 Comments

Last items on gravity neutralization offered; off we all shall float.
Q:
Esteemed Committee, why do astronauts experience an absence of gravity aboard an orbiting vessel?
Doesn’t Earth’s gravitational pull extend to the Moon and beyond?
C:
The orbit and the speed relative to the ground, the surface of the Earth. We mean the perpendicular angle
when we say orbit. Just as occurs temporarily aboard an aircraft, as we mentioned earlier. The gravitational pull
indeed causes the orbit, so there is no absence of effect, only that the effect operates on the space capsule in a
way different from what is usually seen on the surface of the Earth or any planet.
Q:
How does the anti-gravity machine work, on Earth? How could it be designed or configured? You
mentioned polarity of magnetic fields, but how is that done?
C:
Create a twin generator using a single rotor shaft with a reversal gear. This is a single shaft which drives
the rotor inside the stator, a generator device at either end. There is a reversal gear so the shaft will rotate in
opposite directions, causing the magnetic field to push electricity in opposite directions also. This current flow
connected to a coil, a Rodin coil is ideal, will create a magnetic field. These fields will oppose one another; when
the coils are placed near the object to be raised, as we have offered, it shall rise.
Q:
How can we keep the object from rising and floating away?
C:
It will not be able to rise outside the magnetic bubble, otherwise gravity will act upon it. Thus it shall
float suspended.
Q:
C:

Why can’t we do this with permanent magnets versus an electromagnet?
It is possible either way. Permanent magnets weigh more than the field they produce can levitate.

Q:
Visitors from other planets use nuclear power to make heat?
C: It is possible to isolate just a few atoms and rupture them, in a small and easily controlled reaction and to
use that thermal effect to generate electricity and magnetism. Also, there are batteries able to hold electrical
potential far longer and above all of this, light energy is also easily convertible. This is a matter of chemistry and
metallurgy.
Q:
Will we see widespread use of solar power on Earth?
C:
No, the method you already plan is more efficient and reliable. Solar power is a supplement; it requires a
proximity to a source and dependence on it as one travels farther from the source eliminates that travel
possibility.
Q:
When can we expect anti-gravity devices to appear on Earth in use?
C:
When you choose to build them. As many things are developed, this happens when there appears a
monetary gain in the equation. Risk delays the investment, a natural component of any process, yet the expected
and logical desire for reduction of risk and assurance of a return require a certainty that cannot be had prior to
realization. As with many things.

Q:
C:

How would money be made with the device?
All things now lifted mechanically could be raised this way, for less expense in the cases of larger things.

Q:
C:

What if the power source failed and the object fell?
This is similar to computer power source reliability and back-up, a problem well solved already.

Q:
So we take two generators but use a single motor and shaft to turn them, and a reversal gear makes the
rotor inside each generator turn in the opposite direction from the other?
C:
Yes, this is one method.
Q:
What is another method?
C:
All methods for generation of direct or alternating current will work; the opposite polarity of the magnetic
fields is the key. Make the electricity flow in a different direction, and the polarity is reversed. Blend the two
magnetic fields; they will resist each other and levitate any object within, small enough for the magnetism to
grasp.
This is just what one magnet does now; it will attract a ferrous object and hold that object physically against
itself. This operates because the magnetic flux lines flow through the ferrous object. Other metals such as copper
and aluminum seem immune to magnetic fields. Immune to attraction, yes because of the latticework
arrangement of the molecules within, however gravity operates on all objects because it does NOT work on the
atoms and molecules and any latticework arrangement, configuration or crystalline structure they form. Gravity
works on the innards of the atoms, magnetism the outer part of the atoms and the stricture shapes those outer
parts form.
The anti-gravity device suspends the gravity effect, that which works on the INSIDES of atoms. So the ferrous
structure of any metal containing iron is irrelevant.
We refer to your many millions and billions of compounds made from the elements you have identified on Earth;
metals are those both solid and deemed to transmit current flow easily, seemingly un-impeded. Any substance
can be forced to transmit electricity with sufficient electromotive force; lightning is an example. These concepts
all require consideration of the outer atomic structure; anti-gravity effect is achieved by suspending the inner
atomic connection. This connection does not take into consideration the atomic structures thus properties of
materials and elements that allow easy flow of electricity or resist it. So anything can be lifted; it is unhooked
from gravity temporarily and loses any relationship of weight.
Q:
Will there be required much development work?
C:
No, however there will be such work required. Different sized objects, magnetic fields and increase &
decrease of electrical power to create the magnetism will all need to be experimented to find the ideal settings.
Design of the device for each os use and application is your human choice and preference.
Q:
How did the Coral House man in Florida get the idea to do what he did?
C: This was channeled to him, for his own purpose in life. It was not time to introduce this technology and at
his soul level, he knew before life on Earth, this device would be employed as a weapon, or at least as a threat.
This is no longer the case.
Q:
C:

Why not?
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Q:
We proved our ability to ourselves to annihilate ourselves.
C:
Yes, and as you have noted, this has been prevented since. These smaller events were allowed as they
would not destroy human civilization; you will not be permitted to commit collective suicide, by your collective
soul decisions.
Q:
C:

So our anti-gravity device could replace lifts, hoists, cranes and everything else?
Even building elevators.

Q:
C:

Is this what our ET visitors use for propulsion?
Yes, principally however not just a suspension of gravity but also magnetism is used.

Q:
C:

Esteemed Committee, my personal gratitude for your insights.
Our honor to provide them; be well.
Comments
Mike
06/19/2014 5:51pm
What if it's done inside a Vacuum, do the effects change?
Patrick 06/19/2014 7:00pm
Not at all; no effect.
Renie 06/19/2014 9:23pm
Incredible information! Makes one wonder what else is in store for us to learn...and nice to know that we will not be
allowed to commit collective suicide...great stuff!

